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FOREWORD

In December 1999, the Djiboutian government undertook an 
extensive reform on education system with the aim of creating 
a more inclusive schooling.
One of the changes made was the reform of the teaching 
programmes and pedagogical practices in accordance with 
the ‘Competency Based Approach (CBA)’. This promotes both 
a closer relevance to Djiboutian realities and an integration of 
scholastic objectives into the development of the country.
In order to ensure that quality of education forms the bedrock of 
this reform, it was essential to make available for every teacher 
and student, in every subject of primary and middle school 
education, textbooks for the new pedagogical and didactic 
approaches. An editorial plan was therefore implemented to 
meet the needs for textbooks and pedagogical guides.
The edition of the 6th grade English for Djibouti textbook is part 
of this extensive editorial program. 
It has been designed by a team of Djiboutian teachers with 
the help of an American expert and reviewed by Djiboutian 
pedagogical advisors with supervision of the (IEMS of English 
language).  Using professionals in the field with their experience 
of classroom realities brings added value as they bring a high 
motivation and a practical approach towards the improvement 
of teaching and learning in our context.
I am sure that teachers, students and parents will make the most 
of this book and show how much it is valued by the respect with 
which it is treated.

The minister 
Mr Moustapha Mohamed Mahamoud
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INTRODUCTION
English for Djibouti  grade 6 is a textbook designed for the Djiboutian education 
system as recommended by the Ministry of Education. It uses an integrated 
approach combining reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills with the 
communicative language teaching (CLT) approach. Students are required to 
demonstrate mastery in English through open-ended activities.
Student interactions are central to CLT. These interactions take the form of 
chants, songs, stories, games, and dialogs that allow students to learn English 
and practice using it in authentic situations. During each lesson, students 
learn new vocabulary and grammar structures. They practice the grammar 
structures by hearing and repeating stories and dialogs, asking and answering 
questions, and writing short sentences. Students demonstrate mastery of new 
vocabulary and grammar structures by playing games, having discussions, 
and completing projects that incorporate prior learning with new skills. 
The book is organized into an introductory lesson and three modules. Welcome 
to Grade 6 is the introductory lesson that reviews the English language students 
learned in grades 3, 4 and 5. The three modules contain three (3) units with 
three (3) lessons each and 1 consolidation/integration lesson, totaling ten 
(10) lessons. Each lesson has four pages (6) of activities used over a week 
of instruction. The first page of each lesson is the teacher-led presentation 
portion of the lesson. The activities on the second and third page of each 
lesson are for the controlled practice portions of the Presentation, Practice, 
and Production (PPP) cycle. The fourth page is the production page, where 
students show what they have learned through open-ended activities. 
This textbook reflects the context of Djibouti. Its cultural references and topics 
reflect Djiboutian society’s ethnic diversity and worldview, from small villages to 
urban centers. In a pedagogical context, it is written for the various classroom 
realities found throughout Djibouti. It is a transition between more traditional 
approaches and contemporary approaches used in CLT.
A teacher’s guide that provides support for the teacher accompanies this 
textbook. It has a structured approach with suggested answers and alternative 
procedures to be used in various classroom contexts within Djibouti. For 
students, the text supports learning by connecting new vocabulary with visuals 
and providing a translation of essential vocabulary with definitions in French 
at the back of the book. 
Above all, the textbook aims to encourage the exploration of English in a 
learning environment where students interact with each other to practice 
English in a communicative and realistic context. Finally, this book follows the 
basic assumption that students want to learn and want to enjoy themselves 
as they learn. 

Authors
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A letter to teachers
Dear Teachers,
This new English primary book has been designed for the primary school pupils. 
Teachers and parents are highly solicited to help students discover and exploit 
the book. This student’s book lays out the major content of the curriculum and 
methodology of teaching sub-skills, but it is not intended to be a “script” that you 
follow step by step. We highly recommend that teachers use their professional 
judgment, and apply passion and creativity to their teachings in order to engage 
with their students.
As mentioned above, this is the introduction of English in Djiboutian middle schools. 
The major goals of this grade 6 is to help students discover the English language 
which has both similarities and differences with the French language. Thus, in order 
to exploit appropriately, teachers are solicited to keep in mind the following pillars 
while teaching their students :
• communicative competences
• Active listening

In conformity with the curriculum set for grade 6, the emphasize is given to learners’ 
communicative needs, including habits and routines,animal habitats, jobs that 
make a difference and invention now and then. This is to be achieved by basing 
language teaching and learning on the needs, motivations, characteristics and 
resources of learners. So we are expecting teachers to make their teaching more 
student-centered. A teacher should be a facilitator and a guide for the learners
In phonetics teaching, teachers are highly encouraged to show proper gestures and 
appropriate modeling for sound utterances. Teacher should follow steps advised 
in phonetic teachings. There are listening programs that go with the phonetic 
teachings and they should be regularly used.

Thank you for your good work,

The English Inspector
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Module 1: All about me and people in the world Module 2:

Unit0 
Welcome to 

Grade 6
pg. 10

Unit1 
Habits and 

Routins
pg. 16

Unit2
How we live

pg. 28

Unit3
Cooking 

and Meals
pg. 52

Unit4
Sensing our 

world
pg. 74

Goals: �Say what I plan to 
do tomorrow.

 �Tell time to the 
quarter hour. 
�Talk about where 

people are going.  
talk about plans for 
the weekend and 
week days. 

�Describe where I live
�Describe how a 

place looks and feels
�Compare how 

people live around 
the world

�I can give simple 
instructions
I can compare foods
�Be able to order 

food at a restaurant

�Describe how 
things feel by 
touch
�Describe what 

things smell like/
feel like
�Describe how 

someone looks  
Describe what 
things sound like

Vocabulary

�go out, collect, 
meet, revise, plan
�quarter past, 

quarter to, half 
past, minute(s), 
hour(s)
�factory, theater, 

bank, hotel, 
calender, year

�hut, home, blankets, 
wood, jar, pot, 
machete
�large, beautiful, ugly, 

comfortable, 
�newer, older, bigger, 

smaller, colder, 
hotter

�butter, salt, honey, 
yoghurt, tea, flour, 
cereal, bowl, cheese
�coffee, bad, 

good, chocolate, 
strawberries, fish, 
pasta, dessert, sauce
�menu, waiter/

waitress, milkshake, 
mushroom, 
sausages, olives

�touch, feel, soft,  
hard, metal, ice, 
pillow, fire, sun, 
glass 
�delicious, 

wonderful, terrible, 
horrible, spicy, 
sweet, dirty, flower
�friendly, unfriendly, 

unhappy, busy, 
noisy, sounds like, 
hear, quiet

Grammar

Present progressive 
for future plans:
Phrases of time
Will/ going to

will for future plans
be + going to + place
What ( a/an)+adj+n
Comparative -er

�Sequencing with 
first and next
Irregular 
comparison
I want
 I would like
 Here you are/go

Opposites( 
antonyms)
Smell like/ taste 
like
�It looks like/ 

sounds like

Value
communication Critical Thinking Initiative and Self 

direction
-Social & cross 
cultural
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Discovering our senses and the world Module 3: Jobs and new inventions

Unit5
 Animal Habitats

pg. 92

Unit6
Amazing Adventures

 pg. 116

Unit7
Jobs that Make a 

difference
 pg. 132

Unit8
How we 

Communicate 
pg. 150

Unit9
 Inventions 

Now and Then
pg.168

�Say what baby 
animals are called
compare animals
�Describe the 

habitat where 
animals live

Talk about how 
something makes a 
person feel
�Offer and ask for 

suggestions
�Say what happened in 

the past

�Say what people 
do at work
�Talk about what 

might happen
Talk about what 
people wish they 
could do   talk 
about how to be be 
good at something

�Say what 
someone had to 
do
�Ask people to do 

something 
�Talk about when 

I will/won’t do 
something

�Describe what 
something is 
made of
�Compare the 

past with my 
life today
���Talk about what
people used in 
the past

�kitten, puppy, 
bunny, rabbit, pet, 
lamb, kid, calf, bird
�dangerous, 

frightening, 
weakest, strongest, 
fastest, slowest, 
biggest, smallest
�river, jungle, Africa, 

Asia, Australia, the 
Arctic, polar bear, 
parrot, penguin, 
kangaroo 

�journey, travel, 
countryside, desert, 
star, moon, explore, 
traffic, 
�adventure, sail, north, 

south, east, west, wind, 
diary, trip, treasure, 
wave
�passport, ticket, 

suitcase, luggage, 
backpackcamp, 
thunderstorm, 
rainforest

�drive, plant, 
fix, work, cook, 
prepare, driver, 
farmer, mechanic, 
garage
�designer, 

journalist, 
newspaper, 
firefighter, pilot, 
cleaner, manager
�artist, actor, 

boss, astronaut, 
secretary, 
photographer, 
clown, musician

�mobile phone, 
message, note, 
text, send, 
television, 
channel, call
�email, camera, 

form, keyboard, 
mouse, laptop, 
screen, click, 
e-book
�website, digital, 

internet, surf, 
letter, envelope, 
mail, post, stamp, 
magazine, soon

�lamp, bicycle, 
mirror, wheel, 
sunglasses, 
silver, gold, 
stone, tractor,
�flashlight, MP3 

player, DVD, 
CD, sundial, 
cartoon, 
�app, design, 

x-ray, medicine, 
robot, 
surfboard, 
rollerskate, 
ice skate, net, 
horse-pulled 
troleys

Be called+n
�Relative clause( 

that/ who)
�Superlatives –est 

and most
�Adverbs: only, 

everywhere, 
together

 �Proper nouns 
continents&places

�Make somebody or 
something+adj
Should for suggestions
�Go for a+noun
Story about +ing

Relative pronouns
�Relative clause: 

who with usually
Adverb: yet
 Modal: might
�Could for 

possibility 
Good with 
preposition: good 
at, good in, good with

Have (got) to
�Would and could    

Want/ask
�will&won’t       

adverb: tonight, 
soon, later, now

Be made of
�Contrast with 

but, instead
�Prepositions: 

past, then, now, 
many years ago, 
a long time ago
�Used to for past 

talking about 
the past

Flexibility and 
adaptability

Productivity and 
accountability

Social and cross-
cultural

 Leadership and 
responsibility Creativity
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In this lesson, I will…
• remember and use English I know.
• talk about someone’s favorite things. 

Welcome to grade 6 English!
U n i t  0
Le s s o n  1

Module 1: Unit 0  Language Review
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Welcome to grade 6 English!
1. What are the kids  doing? 

2. Where are the kids? 

3. What is the weather  l ike in the picture?

4. Who are the  other people  in the photo?

Look and answer.
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Think and Write. 

What words do you remember?
Make a list of words related to each category 
in the table below.

I know English!

Pair and Share. 

Partner with a person near you.

Share and compare your lists of words. 

Add words that are not on your list.

Discuss.

Use your lists. Tell your partner what 
you like and don’t like.

PEOPLE PLACES THINGS ACTIVITIES

I like the 
beach and the 

bookstore.

What places 
do you like?

Module 1: Unit 0  Language Review
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Grammar Tip: All sentences need a noun and a verb. 
Nouns are people, places, or things. 

Verbs are actions (dance) and states of being (happy).

Listen and Read. 

Lucas plays a lot of sports. 
He plays soccer in the fall. 
He plays basketball in the 
summer and plays hockey in 
the winter. He likes all these 
sports but, his favorite is 
skateboarding.

Emily likes to learn about 
celebrations around the 
world. She reads about the 
costumes for Carnival and 
the fireworks for New Year. 
She loves the presents for 
birthday celebrations but 
her favorite celebration is a 
parade.

Listening and reading comprehension. Answer with a complete sentence. 

Ex.  What sport does Lucas play in summer? He plays basketball. 

1. What does Emily love about birthdays? She loves the _______.

2. What is Lucas’s favorite sport?  _________________________.

3. What is Emily’s favorite celebration? _____________________.

Discuss.

What is your favorite ______?  

sport  food  animal

weather place  hobby

activity season subject

thing color  celebration 

Favorite:

something or someone 
that you like best. 

Who is your favorite person?
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Play the game!

Write Sentences.

Choose 5 words. 
Use each word in a sentence. 

Ex. I have 2 uncles.
I don’t like bananas. 

Start
mom 
and 
dad

fruit shoe 
shop

football happywindy and 
rainy

banana

bored
cold

farm

swim

juice uncle

Go back 
to make. cousin rice

1 2

3

4

5

Module 1: Unit 0  Language Review
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Challenge Activity!

Try to write sentences using as many 
words from the game as possible. 

Ex. Yesterday, my mom and dad took me 
to the cinema and the zoo. 

Go back 
to start.

grandma cinema pancake foggy play 
help

worried

market
junk food

island sickjump 
rope

zoo

End

brother 
and 

sister

Go back 
to fogg

makevillage
tired

hot

Use the word. 
Take turns with your group or partner. Move the number 
of spaces on your spinner. Use the word or phrase in a 
sentence.
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In this lesson, I will…
• say what I plan to do tomorrow. 

Let’s Make a Plan Together

Tomorrow we are going to run in a race. 

Today we meet to practice and exercise.

today tomorrowyesterday

U n i t  1
Le s s o n  2

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Listen, read, and repeat.

 Plans are important. People make plans for many reasons. A plan is deciding 
what to do and how to do something. Plans are for a time in the future. A plan 
can be for later today, tonight, or even tomorrow. 

 You can make plans for yourself or make a plan with other people. If you 
have an exam at school, you can plan to study with a friend. You can ask your 
friend to study or revise work together after school. You can also make plans 
to meet tonight for dinner with your family. You can also plan to begin or start 
something new. 

 Sometimes people may ask, “What are you doing this afternoon?” when 
they want to make a plan with you. Think about your plans. What are you doing 
tomorrow?

study

T     

T     

T     

F

F

F     

F     

T     

collect

take a break go out

meet

count

1. Are they jumping rope?     

2. Are they catching a ball?  

3. Are they exercising?   

4. How do people get ready for a race?

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer.  
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Language Focus: Use doing and going for future plans.  

What are you doing tomorrow?  

I’m going (to) ______.    I’m going to meet my friends. 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

study for 
maths

3:00 wash 
clothes

meet Asli 

begin 
Spanish 

class

count the 
herd

visit 
grandparents

study 
English

take a break collect 
tomatoes 

from 
garden

Read. Look at Hasna’s plan and complete the sentences. 
1.  What was Hasna doing yesterday?      She was _____ for maths exams. 

2.  What is she doing on Wednesday?                  She’s_____and_____her grandparents. 

3.  What is Asli doing tomorrow?       Asli is _____ Hasna.

4.  What happening at 3:00 today?                  Hasna is ______.

5.  What is Hasna doing on Saturday?      She’s _____ from the garden.

6.  What happening on Friday?       Hasna is ______.

Read. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the word in brackets. 

1.   What is your mother doing today?  

She _____ (look) after the sheep herd.

2.   Are you doing something special on Saturday?

I ______ (study) and _____ (go out).

3.   What are doing with those footballs?

I ______ (count) them. 

Listening. Listen to the short stories. 
Put a tic () mark to show where each character lives and what they will be doing.  

Obock Holhol Djibouti 
City

meet 
friends

collect 
wood

begin 
reading cook

Kamil
Ali
Bilan

Hasna’s Plan
tomorrow 

(is)
yesterday 

(was)

today
(is)

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Language Focus: Use having for future plans.  
What are they doing at ___ o’clock? What are they doing at 1 o’clock?

They’re having _____.    They’re having lunch. 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

study for 
maths

3:00 wash 
clothes

meet Asli 

begin 
Spanish 

class

count the 
herd

visit 
grandparents

study 
English

take a break collect 
tomatoes 

from 
garden

Read. Look at Hasna’s plan and complete the sentences. 
1.  What was Hasna doing yesterday?      She was _____ for maths exams. 

2.  What is she doing on Wednesday?                  She’s_____and_____her grandparents. 

3.  What is Asli doing tomorrow?       Asli is _____ Hasna.

4.  What happening at 3:00 today?                  Hasna is ______.

5.  What is Hasna doing on Saturday?      She’s _____ from the garden.

6.  What happening on Friday?       Hasna is ______.

Read. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the word in brackets. 

1.   What is your mother doing today?  

She _____ (look) after the sheep herd.

2.   Are you doing something special on Saturday?

I ______ (study) and _____ (go out).

3.   What are doing with those footballs?

I ______ (count) them. 

Listening. Listen to the short stories. 
Put a tic () mark to show where each character lives and what they will be doing.  

Obock Holhol Djibouti 
City

meet 
friends

collect 
wood

begin 
reading cook

Kamil
Ali
Bilan

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write. 
Write sentences about your plans for: this evening

yesterday

tomorrow

1 o’clock today

Ex. Yesterday, I went to Ali-Sabieh.

Ask and answer. 
Work with a partner. 

Talk about your plans. 

What are you doing ______?

NARRATOR :      One sunny day, Chicken-Little was picking up corn in the yard. Sudden-
ly, a small ball fell from the sky and hit Chicken-Little on the top of her 
head. Kerrrr flop.

CHICKEN :  Oh! The Sky is falling!  The Sky is falling!  I’m going to tell the King!

NARRATOR :       Away she went. Chicken-Little walked on and on.  Soon she saw Coc-
key-Lockey.

COCKEY :  What are you doing, Chicken-Little?

CHICKEN :  Oh, Cockey-Lockey.  The sky is falling! I am going to tell the king.

COCKEY :  I’m going with you!

NARRATOR :  They went on and on and on.  Soon they saw Ducky-Lucky.

DUCKY :   What are you doing, Chicken-Little and Cockey-Lockey?

CHICKEN 

and  COCKEY :    Oh, Ducky-Lucky!  The sky is falling!  We’re going to tell the king!

DUCKY :       Wait! I’m going with you.

NARRATOR :        And they ran off together. They ran on and on!  Soon they saw Goo-
sey-Loosey.

GOOSEY :           Hey, what are you three doing?

CHICKEN,  COCKEY, 

and  DUCKY :  Oh, Goosey-Loosey! The sky is falling! We’re going to tell the king.

GOOSEY :  Then I’m going with you!

NARRATOR :    And so, they went on and on and on.  Meeting friends on their way to 
tell the king.

What are you doing 
tomorrow?

I am having a football 
match.
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Journal Entry
A journal is a place where people write only for themselves. It is not for everyone to 
see. People write about their feelings and things that might happen. It starts with a 
date and Dear Diary. We use the pronoun “I” when we write in our journals.

Read. Read about Asli’s journal entry. What are 2 activities Asli is going to do?
24 September 2021

Dear Diary,

 Tomorrow is Saturday. I am so excited. I am excited because we are going 
to the beach. I will meet my friend Bilan there. She lives in Holhol. I do not see her 
often. But tomorrow we will meet at the beach. We will go swimming. We will have 
a picnic and swim all day. 

 Our families are riding the ferry to Obock. I am afraid of the ferry ride. I have 
not been on a boat. The ferry ride is 2 hours. I am worried about the sea. I am not 
the best at swimming. I only swim at the pool in Arta. I do love the water. I think it 
will be fun to see the sea. 

 I’m going to bed now. I will tell you what happened tomorrow.

Write. Choose 1 option. Write a journal entry about your plans and feelings. 
Option 1: Going to some place for the first time. 

Option 2: Going to the doctor. 

Option 3: Meeting family for a celebration.

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.

What are they doing?Name 

Going to Obock. Going Swimming. Riding a Ferry.Ex. Asli

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Class Brainstorm 
What are activities people do on the weekends? 

Record class responses on the board.

Survey.  Work with 3-2 classmates. 

Ask 10 or more people these questions. Record your answers on the chart. 

1. What are you doing tonight?

2. What are you doing tomorrow?

3. What are you doing at 2:00 o’clock this afternoon?

tomorrowo’clock this afternoon 2:00tonight

studying for mathshaving lunchEx. going to Judo

Think – Pair – Share Think

Think
Why is it important to talk 
about plans?

Pair
Discuss with a partner the 
reasons we make plans and 
why they are important. 

Share 

Share your ideas with 
another group. 
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What’s the Schedule?
In this lesson, I will…
• tell time to the quarter hour. 
• use phrases of time.

The competition started at 4:00 p.m. in the 
afternoon. The kids arrived at half-past 3

U n i t  1
Le s s o n  3

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Listen, read, and repeat.

 Talking about time is important. It helps us make plans and follow a 
schedule. Many things in our daily life follow a schedule. They start and end at 
the same time each day. Your school might always start at 7:30 a.m. Another way 
to say this is half-past seven in the morning. 

We can use phrases of time to say when things happen. For example, we can 
say, “at half-past twelve we finish class”.  We can also use phrases of time to talk 
about when to arrive. If the concert starts at a quarter past two or 2:15 in the 
afternoon, you should arrive by 2 p.m. Someone may ask what time the train 
to Ethiopia leaves. You can say, “the train leaves the station at 5:00 p.m. in the 
evening.” 
What times of the day are important to you?

race

English Week program concert

12:20

clock minutes

hour

appointment

finish line

end of race

1.What are these kids doing?  

2. What are they wearing? 

3. What is the weather like in the picture?

4. Why are all these people together? 

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer. 
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Language Focus: Phrases of Time
What time does the ________ start?  It starts at ______. 
What time does the ________ end?   It ends at _______.
What time does the train arrive?   The train arrives at half-past three. 
What time do you leave for the appointment? I leave at quarter to four.

Listen and repeat. Read and answer.

Read and write. Say the time. Write an answer using the correct phrase of time. 

Dictogloss. Listen. 

1.  What time did people arrive for the competition?

People _____ at _______.

2.  What time does dad come home for lunch?

Dad _____ home at ______.

3.  What time does maths class start?

Maths ______ at ________.

4.    What time does the movie end?

The movie ______ at _______.

1.  What time does the English week program start?  (2:30)

2.  What time does the concert end?                   (6:00)

3.  What time does the train arrive?    (11:15)

4.  What time does the tennis competition finish?  (3:45)

5.  What time is your appointment?     (7:30)

6.  What time does the ferry leave?    (9:45)

1.  Listen to learn about Amina. 

2.  Listen again and take notes. 

3.  Work in a small group to write what you heard. 

maths class

quarter to eight

home for lunch

quarter past one

movie

half-past 10

competition

quarter past three

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Language Focus: Phrases of Time
What time does the ________ start?  It starts at ______. 
What time does the ________ end?   It ends at _______.
What time does the train arrive?   The train arrives at half-past three. 
What time do you leave for the appointment? I leave at quarter to four.

We use the word half to talk 
about the middle of an hour. 
When 30 minutes have passed.

We use the word quarter 
to talk about time that is 15 
minutes past the hour or 15 
minutes to the next hour. 

Word Focus: Half and Quarter

Read and write. Say the time. Write an answer using the correct phrase of time. 

Dictogloss. Listen. 

1.  What time does the English week program start?  (2:30)

2.  What time does the concert end?                   (6:00)

3.  What time does the train arrive?    (11:15)

4.  What time does the tennis competition finish?  (3:45)

5.  What time is your appointment?     (7:30)

6.  What time does the ferry leave?    (9:45)

1.  Listen to learn about Amina. 

2.  Listen again and take notes. 

3.  Work in a small group to write what you heard. 

Reader’s Theater: Read, Listen, and Act.  
competition

quarter past three

What do you do at three 
o’clock?

At three o’clock, I do my 
homework.

Ask and answer. 
Ask your partner what they do at 
different times of the day.

NARRATOR :  Sami and his uncle are traveling by train. The boy has not been on a train before.
UNCLE :  Sami, how do you feel about riding the train today?
SAMI : I am excited! What time does the train leave today?
UNCLE :  The train leaves at five o’clock pm (5:00 pm). 
SAMI :  What time do we leave the house to go to the train station?
UNCLE : We will leave the house at quarter to three (2:45). 
SAMI : Quarter to three? What time is that? 
UNCLE : A quarter to three is two forty-five (2:45). 
SAMI : Why do we have to leave so early?
UNCLE : It will take one and a half hours to get to the train station. 
NARRATOR: The little boy and his uncle arrive at the train station and are waiting for the train.
SAMI : Uncle, what time is it now? When will we get on the train? 
UNCLE : It is a quarter past four (4:15 pm). We get on the train at a quarter to five (4:45 pm). 
SAMI : So, we need to wait for thirty minutes?
UNCLE : Yes, exactly. 
NARRATOR : It is five o’clock pm (5:00). Everyone has gotten on the train, and it is leaving the station. 
SAMI : Uncle, what time do we arrive in Addis Ababa? 
UNCLE :  We arrive at half-past one in the morning (1:30 am). The train ride is eight hours 

and thirty minutes long.
SAMI : That is a very long time. I don’t want to be bored. What can we do?
UNCLE :  We can do many things. We can watch a football match, read a book, or play a game. 
SAMI : That sounds fun! What time does the football match start?
UNCLE : It starts at quarter past six (6:15). 
SAMI : What time does the match finish? 
UNCLE :  It will finish at half-past seven (7:30). Now, look outside the window. What do you see?
NARRATOR : The little boy looks outside the window and waits for the football match to start. 

Write. 
Write sentences with these times:

at four o’clock’
at half past two
at quarter past seven
at quarter to one
Ex.  My football match ends at four 

o’clock in the afternoon.
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Paragraph Writing: Topic Sentences and Supporting Details
A paragraph is a group of sentences that all work together. It starts with a topic 
sentence that tells the reader what your paragraph is about. The next sentences 
are supporting details. These are reasons, details, and facts about your topic. 
End your paragraph with a conclusion that tells what you wrote about.

Read. Read about Kamil’s day. Take note of the time he does different activities.

 Wednesday is my favorite day! I wake up at six o’clock in the morning and start 
to pray. I eat breakfast with my family at half-past six. My dad drives me to school 
at quarter past seven. We arrive at 7:20. I go to the class and sit at my desk. English 
class starts at half-past nine. It is my favorite class. I play with my friends at quarter 
past ten. This is break time. Break ends at half past ten. I go to science class. School 
ends at half past twelve. I leave the school and take the bus home. I eat lunch with 
my brothers and parents at one o’clock. After lunch, I sleep for an hour. The best 
part is the afternoon. I go to visit my grandparents at quarter to four. I stay for one 
hour. My grandparents tell me stories and give me candies. I end the day reading 
my comic books until quarter to nine.

Write. Write a paragraph about your daily routine. 
Use the checklist below to make sure you have all the parts in your paragraph.  

• Start with a topic sentence.   •  Use reasons and facts.

• Use phrases of time.     •  End with a conclusion.

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.
What time?Kamil (activities)

At six o’clockEx. Wake up

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Class Brainstorm.
What are all the different activities people can do in a day?

What times do they do them?

Play the game.  Take turns. Use the phrase of time where the spin-
ner lands on to ask: 

Ex. What do you do at quarter to eight?

Think-Pair-Share

_____ 
o’clock 
(time)

before 
_____ 

(activity)

quarter past 
___ (time)
at _____ in 

the morning 
(time)

half past 
___ (time)

after ____ 
(activity)

at _____ in 
the afternoon 

(time)

quarter to 
____ (time)

Think
Think about competing in a race 
or sport. When is the best time to 
practice sports? 

Pair 
Discuss the best times to practice 
sports. Is this true everywhere in 
the world?

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group. 
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In this lesson, I will…
• talk about future plans. 
•  talk about plans for weekends and 

weekdays.

Weekends Around the World

First floor

second  floor

Ground  floor

First floor

People stay in hotels when they travel. Most 
people travel on the weekend. 

U n i t  2
Le s s o n  4

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Weekends Around the World

Listen, read, and repeat.
   Look at a calendar, see a week has seven days from Sunday to Saturday. The 
week has two parts. It has the weekdays and the weekend. The weekend is the 
two days we don’t go to school. Some places are only open during the weekdays. 
A bank and the post office are usually open on weekdays. A factory is a place 
where things are made and is open on weekdays too. Some places are open 
almost every day. The theater is open some weekdays and the weekend. A club 
can meet any day. A club is a group of people who meet to practice or learn the 
same activity. Many schools have an English club that meets on Saturday.

 In Djibouti, the weekend is Friday and Saturday. In other countries, Saturday 
and Sunday is the weekend. Around the world, people often go to pray on one 
of the weekend days. People make plans to do chores or do fun activities on the 
weekend. A grandparent can go visit their grandson or granddaughter. They 
can have a picnic or go outside to ride horses. Sometimes, they stay at home. They 
can sleep, plant a garden, or clean the house. What do you do on the weekend?

grandparents

theater

granddaughter

bank

grandsons

calendar

1. How many trees do you see?

        a) three  b) four   c) two

2.  What color is the building?

        a) blue and white b) brown and pink        c) yellow and red

3.  Would you want to stay at this place? Why or why not?

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer 
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Language Focus: Future plans – will
I will ______.     I will eat dinner tonight.     I’ll answer the phone.  
He will _____.    He will swim tomorrow.     He’ll buy rice at the store.
They will _____.    They will buy new shoes.     They’ll see a movie on Saturday. 

Listen and repeat. Read the sentences and fill in the correct answer.  

1.   He’s going to the ______ on Monday to buy a box. 

2.   They’ll practice kicks at ______ on Wednesday. 

3. She’s going to the ______to build computers Sunday to Thursday. 

4.   I’m going to the ______ to see the animals perform this weekend. 

5.   You’ll see a ______ when you visit the city next month. 

6.   I’ll see a concert at the _____ tomorrow.   

Read and write. Answer each question by writing a sentence using will or going to.

1.   When will we go the circus?   _________________  (are/tomorrow) 

2.   When will he go to the karate club? ____________________   (is/today)

3.   When are you going to the factory? ____________________  (I/next Tuesday)     

4.   When are your grandparents visiting? ___________________(are/this weekend)   

5.   When will they go to the concert at the theatre? ___________(they/Monday) 

6.   What are you doing this afternoon? ____________________   (I am/bank)

Listen.Dictogloss. 
1.  Listen to learn about Sandra.

2.  Listen again and take notes. 

3.  Work in a small group to write what you heard. 

post office skyscraper factory

circustheater

karate club

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Language Focus: Future plans – will
I will ______.     I will eat dinner tonight.     I’ll answer the phone.  
He will _____.    He will swim tomorrow.     He’ll buy rice at the store.
They will _____.    They will buy new shoes.     They’ll see a movie on Saturday. 

Language Focus: Future plans – going to
I am going to ____.     I am going to the bank today. I’m going to the theater this weekend. 
He is going to ____.    He is going to judo club today. He’s going to the circus next month. 
They are going to __.  They are going to the factory. They’re going to art club on Saturday. 

Listen and repeat. Read the sentences and fill in the correct answer.  

Read and write. Answer each question by writing a sentence using will or going to.

1.   When will we go the circus?   _________________  (are/tomorrow) 

2.   When will he go to the karate club? ____________________   (is/today)

3.   When are you going to the factory? ____________________  (I/next Tuesday)     

4.   When are your grandparents visiting? ___________________(are/this weekend)   

5.   When will they go to the concert at the theatre? ___________(they/Monday) 

6.   What are you doing this afternoon? ____________________   (I am/bank)

Listen.Dictogloss. 
1.  Listen to learn about Sandra.

2.  Listen again and take notes. 

3.  Work in a small group to write what you heard. 

NARRATOR: Three friends are talking about going to the mall today. 
CHRISTINE : I’m so happy we’re going to the mall today. 
NATALIE : Me too. I’m going to buy a new dress.
RUSSELL : Why are you buying a new dress?
NATALIE :   We’re going to my grandpa’s birthday celebration next month. He will be 75 years old. 
CHRISTINE and RUSSELL : Wow! Seventy-five years old. That is a special day. 
NARRATOR : They are at the mall and talking about their weekend plans. 
NATALIE : Russell, what are your plans for the weekend?
RUSSELL : I’m going to visit my aunt and uncle. 
CHRISTINE : What are you doing at your aunt and uncle’s house? 
RUSSELL : I will help them plant a garden. 
CHRISTINE and  NATALIE : What a nice way to help. 
NARRATOR : They stop for lunch at a café. 
RUSSELL : What do you want to eat?
CHRISTINE : I’m going to have a salad.
NATALIE : I’m going to have soup. 
NARRATOR : They finish eating and are talking about plans for next week. 
CHRISTINE : Are you going to drawing club on Tuesday?
NATALIE : Not this week. I’m going to a dentist appointment for a sore tooth. 
RUSSELL : I’m going to drawing club on Tuesday and to the theater on Friday. 
NARRATOR : Another friend stops at their table and asks what they are doing.
CHRISTINE, NATALIE, and RUSSELL :   We are going to the circus to see the dancing horses. 

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write
Write sentences about where you 
are going for each time below. 
1. This weekend
2. Next month
3. During the weekdays
4. Tomorrow
5. Tonight
Ex.  I’m going to my friend’s house this 

weekend.

Ask and answer. Work with a partner.

Talk about what your partner where 
they are going. 

Where are you going next 
month?

I’m going to see my 
grandparents next 

month. 
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Expository (Informational) Writing
Expository writing gives readers facts and details about a topic. Writers tell readers 
what a paragraph is about with a topic sentence. The other sentences tell more 
information about the topic. Good writers read their own writing. They make sure 
their sentences are all about their topic. They look to see that sentences start with a 
capital letter and end with punctuation.

Read. Read about John’s favorite weekend. 

 Weekends are my favorite part of the week. I live in New York City in the U.S. 
My weekend starts on Friday afternoon after school. School ends at 3:00 p.m. on 
Fridays. I will start playing with my friends at 4:00 p.m. I’m not going to wake up early 
on Saturday morning. I’ll stay in bed until 10 o’clock a.m. It›s nice to stay in bed. My 
dad is going to make a big breakfast. He will make pancakes. My family will go to 
the beach after breakfast. It is my favorite place to go! We’re going to swim all day. 
We’ll go home at 5:00 pm. We’ll eat a burger and fries for dinner. Then I’m going to 
play video games with my friend. I’ll go to sleep late. I won’t do my homework on 
Saturday. I’ll do it on Sunday night. I love the weekend because I know I will do all 
my favorite things. 

Write. Choose a topic to write a paragraph about.

Option 1: Write about your favorite part of the week. Explain what you will do.

Option 2: Write about what you will do during the summer. 

Option 3: Write about going to your favorite place. Explain what you will do. 

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes. 
What will they do?Name

Go to the beach, eat pancakes, play video 
gamesEx. John

Module 1: Unit 1  Habits and routines
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Class Brainstorm
Think about your week. 
What activities do people do during the weekdays?
What activities do people do on the weekends?
Record ideas in a graphic organizer on the board. 

Make a Poster.  Compare and Contrast
1. Work in groups.

2. Choose a type of poster

3. Discuss what you do during weekdays and weekends

4. Record your ideas with words and pictures

5. Share your poster 

Think
What do you love to do?

Pair
What kids club does your 
community need? 

What would you do at that club? 

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group. 

Think-Pair-Share

Make a T-chart

Make a Venn DiagramMake a Weekly Calendar
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In this lesson, I will…
• describe where I live.

My Home

My home is a hut. 
It keeps me cool and dry. 
It protects me. 

wood

U n i t  2
Le s s o n  5

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Listen, read, and repeat.
       In Djibouti, people live in different types of houses. Some are big and some are 
small. Some have a lot of rooms, and some only have one room. In our houses, we 
keep everything we need to live. A home might be a hut. A hut has one room. In 
this room you can find a bed, a stove, a blanket, and machete. The machete is a 
big knife used to cut plants and wood. Other homes have more rooms. It might 
have two bedrooms, a living room, a bathroom, and a kitchen. A bed with blankets 
and a light might be in the bedroom. Some homes have curtains. Curtains can 
decorate a window or divide a room into two spaces.

Most houses have a kitchen space. The kitchen can be inside or outside. A kitchen 
can have a knife to cut food. A kitchen can have a jar to keep food. A kitchen can 
have an oven to cook food. A kitchen can have a pot to cook food in or carry water. 
A person can keep everything in the kitchen on a shelf. 
What do you have in your home?

machete

curtains

shelf

wood

blanket

stove

1. Where is this house? 
         a) in the countryside  b) in the city   c) in town
2.  How many rooms do you think there are in this home?
         a) 1   b) 2  c)3
3.   Does this home look like yours? Explain what is different.

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer 
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Language Focus: Have + objective + infinitive
We have (a/an) ______ to ______ .

Ex: We have a home to live in.    I have a knife to cut with.     I have a camel to ride.

Listen and repeat. Read and complete the sentences.

1.  My father has a _____ to walk with. 

2.  We have an _____ to bake bread.

3.  My mom has a _____ to put spices in.

4.  We have ______ to build with.

5.  I have a _____ to see in the dark.

6.  They have a big _____ to cook with.

Read. Write. Use a word from each block to make sentences. Fill the gap with your ideas.

 Ex:        Ex. We have a jar to keep rice in.

cook ______.
drink ______.
eat _______.
sleep ______.
cover ______.
cut ______.
walk ______.
herd _______.
keep _______.

to

jar
blanket

cup
machete

pot
cane
oven
stick

curtain
stove

a
anhave

has

We
I

______ 
(name)

The students
He
She

They

Listen. Listen again and cross out the words you hear.

blanketskitchenbedroomvillage

machetestovecollectliving room

nighthutcurtainjar

oven jar cane

sticks

pot

light

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Language Focus: Have + objective + infinitive
We have (a/an) ______ to ______ .

Ex: We have a home to live in.    I have a knife to cut with.     I have a camel to ride.

Language Focus: Have + objective + infinitive

She has (a/an) ______ to ______ .  She has a book to read.     

He has (a/an) ______ to ______.   He has an orange to eat

Listen and repeat. Read and complete the sentences.

Read. Write. Use a word from each block to make sentences. Fill the gap with your ideas.

 Ex:        Ex. We have a jar to keep rice in.

cook ______.
drink ______.
eat _______.
sleep ______.
cover ______.
cut ______.
walk ______.
herd _______.
keep _______.

to

jar
blanket

cup
machete

pot
cane
oven
stick

curtain
stove

a
anhave

has

We
I

______ 
(name)

The students
He
She

They

Listen. Listen again and cross out the words you hear.

blanketskitchenbedroomvillage

machetestovecollectliving room

nighthutcurtainjar

NARRATOR :  Asli and Kamil are describing their house to each other. 
ASLI :   Kamil, where do you live?
KAMIL :   I live in Obock in a big house. Where do you live Asli?
ASLI :    I live in Arta. My house is not big, but it is nice. 
NARRATOR : Asli wants to know how their houses are different.  
ASLI :  Can you describe your house?
KAMIL :  We have 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and a kitchen.
ASLI :  That sounds nice. 
KAMIL : It is your turn now. Tell me about your house. 
ASLI :  We have 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, and a kitchen. 
KAMIL : That sounds like a good house too. 
NARRATOR : Asli and Kamil are talking about what they have in their homes. 
ASLI :  Tell me more about your house. 
KAMIL :  It is an old house. We have a well we use to collect water. 
ASLI :  Oh, my house is new. We don’t have a well.  
KAMIL :  We also have a machete. We use it to cut the wood we need to cook. 
ASLI :  Wowl A machete. We don’t need one. We have an oven to cook with. 
NARRATOR : They learn that big or small every home is special. 
ASLI :  I would like to see your home one day. 
KAMIL : That would be fun. I want to see your home too. 

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write
Write 5 sentences about things/items in a 
house: 
Ex. I have curtains to decorate the windows.

Ask and answer. 
Ask your partner what we use 
things for.

What do you have in your 
house?

We have blankets to 
cover ourselves when 

we sleep.
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Descriptive Writing
Descriptive writing gives information and details about a person or a thing. This type 
of writing helps readers understand a topic. You can describe things that people 
have. It helps create a picture in the reader’s mind about what they could find there. 

Read. Read Bilan’s descriptive writing about her house. 
Find sentences that describe her house.

 My house is great! It has everything my family needs. We have a kitchen. It is 
on the right. There are bedrooms and a bathroom on the left. We have a window in 
the kitchen. We have yellow curtains to cover the window. The curtain protects us 
from the sun. We have a stove to cook food. It is next to a shelf. The spices and food 
are on the shelf. There is a cupboard for pots and dishes. We have a living room next 
to the kitchen. We have a sofa in the living room.  We have lights on the wall to see 
at night. I love this room. In the bedrooms, we have blankets to cover us. We have 
pillows too. We have a dresser for all our clothes. We have everything we need.

Write. Choose a topic to write a descriptive paragraph about. 

Option 1: Describe your house.
Option 2: Describe the house of someone you know.

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.

Use forThings/ItemsName

 for the windows to protect         
       from sunlightEx: curtainsBilan

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Class Brainstorm
What things can we find in a house? 

What do we use them for?

Poster. Work with 2-3 classmates.
1.  Draw a house (a real house or an imaginary house).

2.  Make a drawing of this house.

3.  Name the different rooms in the house.

4.  Explain what you have in each room.

5.  Include the drawing of the things in each room (knife, stove, bed, windows).

6.  Put your name on the poster.

7.  Share your poster with another group.

Think
Think about people’s homes. Are 
they all the same? 

Pair
Discuss with a partner. 

Why aren’t all homes the same?

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group. 

Think-Pair-Share
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In this lesson, I will…
• describe clothing.
• describe how a place looks and feels. 

Living in Djibouti

balcony

apartment

armchair

U n i t  2
Le s s o n  6

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Listen, read, and repeat.
We all express our opinions about things around us such as houses, clothes, 
furniture, food etc. Sometimes, we just say the thing as they are and sometimes 
we add our point of view.

However, the most important thing is how we feel and what things look like. It is 
the same thing with everything even clothes. If you do not feel comfortable with 
pyjamas or jeans, so you have to change it.  

It is something natural to say fact about what we see, about what we wear, what 
we eat, where we live. So for doing that, we need words. We can describe things 
by using words like ugly, beautiful, large etc. 
Can you describe your house and clothes?

helmet

room

jeans

bag

pyjama

seat

a school

a house

a library

an office

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and check.
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Language focus:

What a/an (adjective) (noun).

Ex: what a comfortable home.

Listen and repeat. Read and choose the correct word. 

1. What _______table between the chairs.

2. What _______seats our car has.

3. What _______ pyjamas they are wearing.

4. What  _______furniture in your living room.

Read and write. Use the same form and write the sentences.
Ex: It is a beautiful dress.    What a beautiful dress.

1.   It is a nice place you have.            ___________________ .

2.   Ugly trousers.      ___________________ .

3.   A comfortable armchair.    ___________________ . 

4.   It is a large apartment.     ___________________ .

5.   A big home.      ___________________ 

Listen. Put a thick.

beautifulwonderfullargecomfortable

Places

Sofa

Living room

home

toys

day

comfortable

large

beautifulugly

What (adjective) (noun).

Ex: what ugly pyjamas.

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Language focus:

What a/an (adjective) (noun).

Ex: what a comfortable home.

Language focus:

What (adjective) (noun) you have.
Ex: what a beautiful bag you have.

Listen and repeat. Read and choose the correct word. 

1. What _______table between the chairs.

2. What _______seats our car has.

3. What _______ pyjamas they are wearing.

4. What  _______furniture in your living room.

Read and write. Use the same form and write the sentences.
Ex: It is a beautiful dress.    What a beautiful dress.

1.   It is a nice place you have.            ___________________ .

2.   Ugly trousers.      ___________________ .

3.   A comfortable armchair.    ___________________ . 

4.   It is a large apartment.     ___________________ .

5.   A big home.      ___________________ 

Listen. Put a thick.

beautifulwonderfullargecomfortable

Places

Sofa

Living room

home

toys

day

NARRATOR :   Once upon a time there was a very beautiful blond girl who lived in a vil-
lage near the forest with her mother. Everybody in the village called her 
Little Red Riding Hood. One day…she went through the forest, with the 
little basket that her mother gave her for her grandmother, who lived in a 
nearby village. Along the way, she saw many beautiful flowers in the forest. 

Little Red Riding hood :  ( Picking flowers) What beautiful flowers! I will take some to my grandmother.
NARRATOR :  She left the little basket on the ground to pick up some flowers, 
WOLF :  Good morning. Little Red Riding Hood! 
Little Red Riding hood :  (Smiling) Good morning, Mr. Wolf. 
WOLF :  Where are you going so early? 
Little Red Riding hood :    I am going to my grandmother´s house to take her this little basket 

with some bread and honey. 
WOLF :   Does your grandmother live far from here, Little Red Riding Hood?
Little Red Riding hood :   No, Mr. Wolf, she lives just across the forest in the first little house in 

the village - the one with the white door. 
NARRATOR :   Little Red Riding Hood kept looking for flowers disobeying her mother 

who told her not to stop in the forest and to get to her grandmother´s 
house. Meanwhile, the wolf knocked at Little Red Riding Hood grand-
mother´s house.

GRANDMOTHER : Who´s there? 
WOLF :    (Soft voice) It´s me grandmother, Little Red Riding Hood, and I 

brought you a basket with some bread and honey. 
GRANDMOTHER :  Come in my little angel, push the door. 
NARRATOR :   As soon as the wolf entered he gobbled up Little Red Riding Hood´s 

grandmother. Then he put on her nightgown, jumped into bed and 
waited for the little girl. 

Little Red Riding hood :        (Looking puzzled) Grandmother…your voice sounds so odd. Is so-
mething the matter? 

WOLF :   I just have a bit of a cold. 
Little Red Riding hood :    Oh, what big ears you have, grandmother! 
WOLF :  All the better to hear you with. 
Little Red Riding hood :   And what big eyes you have! 
WOLF :   All the better to see you with. 
Little Red Riding hood :   Oh, grandmother, and what big teeth you have. 
WOLF :   (Jumping out of bed) All the better to eat you with! Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write
Write sentences as in the example:
Ex: What small ears you have.

Ask and answer. Ask your partner what 
a cloth looks like and how it feels.

It looks like comfortable and 
feels soft.

What does a school uniform look 
like and how does it feel?
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A fact is a statement that can be proven true or false. An opinion is an expression 
of a person’s feeling that can’t be proven. Opinions are based on facts or emotions.

My family and I live in an apartment building downtown. The building is next to a 
supermarket and across from a bank. There are two small bedrooms in our home 
and there is a large room. I really like our living room because you can see the entire 
city from our window. Also, there is a comfortable sofa and three chairs where we 
can watch TV together. What a beautiful place to spend time with my family. I feel 
warm whenever I come in my apartment. There are two windows in the kitchen and 
it is clean and modern. This is great because sometimes I like to cook dinner for my 
family. Our home is located downtown. It is little noisy but I like it. It is a beautiful 
section with trees and green area. 

Write. Write a fact and opinion paragraph about the place you like the 
most. Describe it and write about how it feels to be there.

Share. Put a short activity that allows students to share their writing here. 

DESCRIPTIVE WORDSTOPICNAMES
Large room                                              houseEx: Ali

Read. Read about Ali’s house. Take note of his description.

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Class Brainstorm.
Make a list of words you learnt for clothes and places where people live. 

Describe clothes your classmates are wearing and your school using words you 
learnt.

Game.
Guessing game. In groups of four, one describes one thing on the 
picture, one says the first letter of the word, one uses an adjective 
to describe the thing and asks the last one a question. The last one 
gives the correct answer.

1. It is a place part of the home.
2. It starts with “ R”.
3. What a beautiful ______.

 Answer: “What a beautiful room!”

Think-Pair-Share

Think
Think about how a place looks and 
feels?

Pair 
Discuss the best places in Djibouti.

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group. 
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In this lesson, I will…
•  compare how people live 

around the world.

Homes Around the World

building

U n i t  2
Le s s o n  7
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1.  This is a skyscraper.   
2.  It’s very big.    
3. It’s very old.    
4. Did you visit a big building? Where was it?

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer 

Listen, read, and repeat.
Around the world, many people live in different places. Some live in an apartment, 
others in a house. In a building, there are big houses and small houses. Their names 
are apartment. There are many levels in a building called floors: 1st floor, 2nd 
floor etc. To reach the 4th floor, we use an elevator.  It is fast and safe.   

At the bottom of a building or a house, there is a basement. It is a place under the 
house or building where we keep all our stuff there. 

When your car has a problem, you take it to the garage. It is a place where cars are 
repaired.

We have seen that some people prefer living in a house and others in an apartment. 
Where do you like to live and why?

hall

gate

basement

gloves

elevator

garage

F

F
F

T     

T     
T     
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Language Focus: comparative

Her house is ______ than his.             Her house is newer than his.

This _______is ______ than that one. This house is newer than that one.

 Listen and repeat. Look at the underlined words. Match.

1.   The entrance of the house is on the left.  _________

2.   I live in an apartment on the second floor.   _________

3.   The castle of Disney looks amazing .  _________

4.   I like the black sweater.      _________

Read and write. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the 
word in parentheses.
1.   My father is   ____________________ (tall) than my mother.

2.   My sister’s room is   ____________________ (cold) than my brother’s.

3.   My uncle is                 ____________________ (short) than my aunt.

4.   My grandmother is   ____________________ (old) than my father.

5.   My cousin Ali’s car is ____________________ (new) than my cousin Bilan’s car.

Fill in the gaps with appropriate adjectives.
Once upon a time, there was a castle. It was _____than the houses in the village. 
The people in the village were ______ than the other villages. The weather in the 
village was _____than anywhere else. The trees next to the castle were _____ than 
the ones around the village.

A B C D

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Language Focus: comparative

Her house is ______ than his.             Her house is newer than his.

This _______is ______ than that one. This house is newer than that one.

Language Focus: comparative
This _______is ______ than that one.

This house is bigger than that one.

 Listen and repeat. Look at the underlined words. Match.

NARRATOR :   Three colleagues are talking during their break. They are comparing 
their cars.

SMITH :      My friends, do you know that my car is newer than the other ones in 
this company.

CAMELIA :      Are you sure? I think that the manager’s car is newer than your car. 
What do you think, Fillips?

FILLIPS :     Hum.. I don’t know, but I think you are right. My car is not new but is 
bigger than the other ones.

NARRATOR :     At the end of the day, the three colleagues are in the parking of the 
building and are still continuing their conversation on the cars.

CAMELIA :      Hey colleagues. Here we are in front of our cars. I see that our mana-
ger’s car is newer than Smith car.

FILLIPS :    Yes, this is true. And I see that the manager car is more comfortable 
than our cars!

SMITH :      But look over there. There is an older and smaller car here. Who is the 
owner of that car?

FILLIPS/CAMELIA : We don’t know.

NARRATOR :    After finishing comparing their cars, the three colleagues go home to 
spend good times with their family.

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write
Now compare the students or things in 
your group. Use words from the box.

Ask and answer. Work in a group. 
Take turns. How are you and your re-
latives different?

I am taller than my 
cousin.

I am older than my 
cousins.

newer   older   shorter   younger  
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Contrast writing.
We use a contrast writing when we describe the differences between two things 
or more things.

Read. Read about Fillips’ comparison of his house to his grandparents’ house.
Hi. My name is Fillips. I am from England. I would like to talk about the differences 
between my house and my grandparents’ house. 
My house is newer than my grandparents’ house. I have electronics items and my 
house is more comfortable than their house. But in my grandparents’ house, you 
can find things older than me! In addition, in their old house, they have a basement. 
While nowadays, not all new houses have it. 
In general, old houses are bigger than the new ones. Because they have more space 
to build on than now. They are cooler too.

Write. Describe your house and compare things before and after. Use 
the words you have learnt in this lesson.

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.
GrandparentsFILLIPS

               big house                                           small house

Module 1: Unit 2  How we live
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Class Brainstorm.
 What are the comparison words that you know?

 How can you make a comparison?

Play a game. 
Take turns by picking up a number. Ask your partner to describe the 
picture you get using words you have learned in this lesson. 

Think-Pair-Share

Think
Think about a place to compare to 
your house. 

Pair 
Discuss the differences between 
that place and your house. 

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group. 

1 2 3 4
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In this lesson, I will…
• give simple instructions.
• ask what to do next.

Let’s Make Breakfast

The pancake batter is in the bowl.

pancake

plate

spoon

bowl

pan

U n i t  3
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Listen, read, and repeat.

There are many foods you can make with simple ingredients. You may have 
simple ingredients like flour, water, sugar, salt, eggs, oil, and milk at home. 
With these you can make some of your favorite breakfast foods.

To learn to make these foods, you need to follow specific directions. You might 
learn the steps to make pancakes from your mom or dad. You can also learn 
to make butter or cheese from a recipe. A recipe guides you and explains the 
ingredients you need and the steps to follow to make your favorite foods. What 
foods do you know how to make?

flour

cheese

egg

honey

butter

tea

1. What is happening in the picture?
 a. eating   b. cooking   c. cleaning
2. Where is this food being prepared?
  a. kitchen              b. bedroom  c. dining room
3. How often do you eat this food? Explain.

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and write the correct answer.
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Language Focus: Questions for More Information
What else, what next, what now

What else do we need?

What do we do (next/now)? What’s next? What now?

Listen and repeat. Then read. Tick for True or F for False.

1.  People put sugar on pancakes.

2.  Boiling water is very cold. 

3.  People put salt in their tea. 

4.  The cooking oil is yellow. 

5.  Yogurt is made from milk. 

6.  People boil cereal before they eat. 

Read and write. Complete the dialogue.
Asli: I love to eat yogurt. Do you know how to make it Grandma?

Grandma: Yes, I make it from camel milk.  ______ (1st), you need fresh camel milk. 

Asli: ______ (else) do we need?

Grandma:  ______(2nd), you need to put the milk in a pot and cover it with cloth. 

Asli: What’s  ______(after)?

Grandma:  ______(3rd), you put the pot in a warm place for five days.

Asli: What  ______?

Grandma:  ______(end), shake the pot. Look and see if the milk looks like yogurt.

Dictogloss. Listen.
Work with a partner or group to write what the teacher said.

T     

T     

T     

T     

T     

F

F

F     

F     

F     

F     

T     

oil

boil

yogurt

sugar

salt

cereal
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Language Focus: Questions for More Information
What else, what next, what now

What else do we need?

What do we do (next/now)? What’s next? What now?

Word Focus: Sequencing Words
Sequencing words tell us the order to do things. They are helpful for recipes or

explaining how to do something.

First, next, last First (1st), second (2nd), third (3rd) First, next, and then

Listen and repeat. Then read. Tick for True or F for False.
NARRATOR :   Ali and Bilan are visiting their Aunt Saada in Djibouti City. They are 

hungry and want Saada to make them food.
ALI and BILAN : Auntie, Auntie, we are so hungry. Listen you can hear our stomachs talk.
AUNT SAADA : I am busy now you will have to wait. I will make you omelet later. 
BILAN and ALI : We can’t wait. We want to see our friends.
AUNT SAADA :  Okay! But you will have to cook it. You can make an omelet.
NARRATOR :  Bilan and Ali are surprised. They haven’t cooked an omelet before. 
BILAN :   I am ready to learn. How do you make an omelete?
ALI :    I am ready to learn try too. What are the steps? Is there a recipe?
AUNT SAADA :  First, get the eggs. Crack 3 eggs into the bowl. Mix the eggs with a fork.
 NARRATOR :   Bilan and Ali get the eggs and mix them together like Aunt Saada said.
BILAN and ALI : What’s Next? What else do we need?
AUNT SAADA : Next, put some butter in a pan and put it on the stove to warm up. 
NARRATOR :   Bilan and Ali warm the butter in the pan.
ALI :   What now?
BILAN :  This looks good. What’s next?
AUNT SAADA :    Put the mixed eggs in the pan with the butter. You will see the eggs begin 

to cook. 
ALI and BILAN : It’s cooking. This looks so good. We can’t wait to eat. Now, what’s next?
AUNT SAADA :    Fold the cooked eggs over to make a half moon shape. Slide the eggs 

onto a plate. 
NARRATOR :  Bilan and Ali finish cooking the eggs and put them on a plate.
ALI and BILAN :     This omelete is great! Here Auntie we made some for you too. Thank you 

for helping us.
AUNT SAADA :  Oh, you made eggs for me too? Thank you! Now go enjoy the day with 

your friends.

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act.

Write
Write sentences about how you get ready 
for school.
Use sequence words to tell the order

that you do each activity.

Ex. First, I wake-up. Second, I wash my 
hands. Then, …

Ask and answer. Work with a partner. 
How do you get ready for school?

Use follow-up questions.
How do you get 
ready for school?

First, I eat breakfast.

What next?
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Process Description
A process description explains and details something step-by-step. It shows to

do something. The purpose is to help readers under the order of events.

Read. Read about how Bilan makes pancakes. Find four sequence words.

Lahoh pancakes are the favorite breakfast of many people. It is important

to know how to make these pancakes. You need flour, salt, sugar, and water. You

will also need a big bowl and a spoon. Now it is time to start making the batter.

First, put two hands full of flour in the bowl. Next, put a small spoon of salt and 
sugar in the bowl. Now stir the flour, salt, and sugar together. Next, add 1 cup of 
water to the bowl. Mix everything together until all the ingredients are wet. Now 
you will need to cover the bowl. Let this pancake batter sit for 10 hours.

In the morning, look at your pancake batter. It is ready to cook. You will need a pan 
and some oil. Put a little oil or butter in the pan. Wait for the oil to get hot. Add a 
cup of batter to the hot pan. Watch the pancake. It is done when the top looks dry. 
Now it is time to eat. I like mine with honey

Write. Choose an option to write a process paragraph about.

Option 1: How to make your favorite food or drink.

Option 2: How to get ready for school.

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.

What sequence words did 
they use?What did they make?Name

first, next, now, In the morningpancakesEx. Bilan

Module 1: Unit 3  cooking and meals
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Process Description
A process description explains and details something step-by-step. It shows to

do something. The purpose is to help readers under the order of events.

Listen and draw.
Listen to your teacher’s step-by-step description.
Draw the shapes your teacher says on your paper or slate.
Ex. First draw a circle at the top of page. Next draw a triangle at the bottom. Last 
draw a square next to the triangle.

What sequence words did 
they use?What did they make?Name

first, next, now, In the morningpancakesEx. Bilan

Play the Game. Draw and describe.

1. Choose 3 to 4 shapes and draw them on your page. Don’t show anyone.

2. Find a partner and tell them the steps to draw the same picture.

3. Switch partners. Now you listen and draw.

Think
What outdoor games do

you know how to play?

Pair 
with a friend. How would you 
teach someone to play one of 
the games?Share 

Share with another group.

Think-Pair-Share

triangle circle square starheart
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In this lesson, I will…
 compare foods. 
  say what is the best or the worst

The Best Meal in Djibouti

We went to the restaurant and 
had the best roasted meat and 
baked vegetables. roasted meat

U n i t  3
Le s s o n  9
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Listen, read, and repeat.

Food can be prepared in many ways. When we prepare food, we make it ready 
to eat. Some foods must be cooked. Meat, bread, and eggs all need to be cooked. 
Meats can be roasted over a fire or in an oven. Bread and cookies can be baked in 
an oven. Eggs can be boiled or cooked in a pan. We can eat fruits and vegetables 
fresh or cooked. 

People use the words good, better, and best to say how they prefer their food. 
Some people think a sauce made of tomato, onion, and curry is good. Other 
people think a sauce of chili, onion, and garlic is better. They both think eating 
roasted meat and potatoes with a sauce is the best. 

Kiwi, pear, and strawberry are good fruits to eat. Some people do not like all 
fruits. A person can think strawberries are good and pears are bad. Another person 
can think kiwi fruit is the worst. What do you think is  the best way to prepare 
and eat some of these foods?

curry

kiwi

potatoes

pear

chilies

strawberries

sauce

Check T for True and F for False.

1. He is cooking the food?            

2. He is eating food?                     

3. He is not in a restaurant?          

4. Do you want to eat this?  Explain

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer. 

T     

T     

F

F

F     

T     
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Language Focus: Which do you think is better or worse?
_____ is good but _____ is better.  _____ is bad but _____ is worse.  

_____ is better than _____.  _____ is worse than _____.

_____ is the best.     _____ is the worst.

Listen and repeat. Look to find out what Kamil prefers. Then read and match.  

a) coffee is worse than pasta.

b) baked cookies are better.

c) He thinks chocolate is the best.

d) He thinks fish is the worst food.

1) What is Kamil’s favorite sweet?

2) Kamil thinks mango dessert is good but,  

3) What does Kamil think is the worst food?

4) kamil thinks pasta without sauce is bad ,but 

Read. Fill the gap to complete the sentences.
1.  That man is the _____ (bad) cook in the city!

2.  This book is _____ (good) than the last one I read. 

3.  That’s the _____ (good) chocolate cake I have ever eaten!

4.  The weather is _____ (bad) this week than last week. It is windy.

5.  Strawberries are good but pears are _____(good).         

Listen. Complete the table with a tick () marks to show what Hawa prefers.
 roasted

 meat with
rice

 baked fish
 with curry

sauce
coffee chocolate

ice cream
 pasta with

sauce

 boiled
 eggs with

salad

Best lunch food

Worst lunch food

Juice is better than

Kiwi is worse than

Good dessert

Bad dessert

dessert

pasta

baked

cookies

coffee

chocolate

fish

Module 1: Unit 3  cooking and meals
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Language Focus: Which do you think is better or worse?
_____ is good but _____ is better.  _____ is bad but _____ is worse.  

_____ is better than _____.  _____ is worse than _____.

_____ is the best.     _____ is the worst.

Word Focus: Irregular Comparisons
Word endings can show comparisons. A car is fast, a train is faster, and a plane is the fastest. 
Sometimes the endings don’s help us. We must learn the pattern of words that go together. 
 good                  better           best bad       worse    worst

Listen and repeat. Look to find out what Kamil prefers. Then read and match.  

a) coffee is worse than pasta.

b) baked cookies are better.

c) He thinks chocolate is the best.

d) He thinks fish is the worst food.

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

NARRATOR :                 It is lunchtime. Asli and Kamil are home from school and want to eat. 
They are waiting for their mother to serve the meal. 

ASLI and KAMIL :   Mom, what are we eating today? Are we eating pasta?
MOM :               No, today I prepared you a good special lunch. It is rice and fah-fah soup.
ASLI :                            Oh mom, what is this food? This is not the lunch we usually eat.
KAMIL :               I don’t think I like fah-fah soup. It is worse than spaghetti. I like spaghetti.
MOM :  How do you know? Have you tried fah-fah soup before?
ASLI and KAMIL :  No. Our friends told us that it is the worst food they have eaten. 
MOM:   Try it. I know you will be surprised. I think it is a lot better than spaghetti.
NARRATOR :   Asli and Kamil talk about lunch. They are worried about trying this new 

food. 
ASLI :    Kamil, we can try the rice. But I heard that fah-fah soup is bad. Mom, I 

can’t try it.
KAMIL :   Yeah, I heard that eating fah-fah soup will make you fat. It is not healthy 

food.
MOM :   Stop this talking! Fah-fah soup is good for you. Go ask your father. He 

will tell you. 
ASLI and KAMIL :  We will. Dad, where are you?
NARRATOR :   Mother puts the rice on a plate and the fah-fah in a bowl. Asli and Kamil 

return from talking to their father. 
MOM :  Lunch is ready. Come and eat your meal. Then tell me what you think.
ASLI and KAMIL :  Okay. We’ll try it. 
KAMIL :  Have you tried this food?
ASLI :   Do you like to eat rice and fah-fah?
MOM :   I think it is the best soup you can eat. It is also a healthy meal. It is my 

favorite.
NARRATOR :   Asli and Kamil start eating the meal their mother has prepared. They 

have smiles on their faces. They love fah-fah soup and want to eat it 
every day. It is the best meal.

 Write
Use the words to write 6 sentences about 
what you prefer. 
good  better  best
bad  worse  worst
Ex. Swimming is good, but soccer is better.
Friday is the best day of the week.

Ask and answer. Work with a partner. 
Ask about what your partner prefers.

Tennis is good, but 
swimming is better. 

What sports do you 
like?

Skateboarding is the best. 
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Opinion Paragraph 
Opinion paragraphs share the views of the writer. Start with a topic sentence that 
states your opinion. Support your topic sentence with details and facts. 

Read. Read Ali’s paragraphs about the best and worst school snacks. 
Find the reasons why each food is the best or worst. 
 Boiled eggs are the best snack for students. Eggs are a healthy food. Boiled 
eggs are good because they are cooked. They are good to carry to school. Boiled 
eggs are hard. The outside keeps it clean. You can eat them cold. I think boiled eggs 
are the best food for students because they are healthy and easy to eat.  

 Rice with chicken is the worst snack for students. Rice and chicken are healthy 
foods. But rice and chicken are hard to eat at school. You must cook them first. You 
need a plate and fork to eat them. I like rice and chicken, but it  a bad school snack.

Write. Choose 1 option. Write an opinion paragraph about your topic. 

Option 1:  What food is the best or worst. 

Option 2:  What movie is the best or worst.

Options 3:  What sport is the best or worst. 

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes. 

Why?What is the best or 
worst?Name

Eggs – easy to eat, healthy
Rice with chicken-need a plate

Best-boiled eggs
Worst-rice with chickenEx. Ali

Module 1: Unit 3  cooking and meals
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Class Brainstorm and Vote
What types of food do you know? 
Record class responses on the board. 
Listen and raise your hand for the food you like the best.

Why?What is the best or 
worst?Name

Eggs – easy to eat, healthy
Rice with chicken-need a plate

Best-boiled eggs
Worst-rice with chickenEx. Ali

Group Poster

1.  Work in group of 2-4 people.

2.  Write the topic you choose on your flower.

3.  Put 1 idea about the topic in each space.

4.  Discuss what you prefer.

5.  Make a list from worst to best. 

6.  Write a sentence for each. 

7.  Share with another group. 

Topics
Places to Visit    How to Help

Games to Play  School Activities

Things to do at home  Sports

Holidays   Animals                   

Afterschool Activities 

Food

chicken rice

apple

chilies

candy
lemonfish

pasta

pizza

chilies
apples
lemons
fish
pizza

Worst 

Think-Pair-Share

Chilies are the 
worst food. 

Lemons are 
better than 
apples.

Think
What are all the things you can do 
during the weekend. 

Pair
Discuss with a partner the best and 
worst activities for a weekend.  Do 
you agree?

Which activities are better and why?

Share
Share your ideas with another group.

Best
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In this lesson, I will…
• be able to order food at a restaurant.

Order Up!

The restaurant grills pineapple and chicken. 
The restaurant grills pineapple and chicken. 

U n i t  3
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Listen, read, and repeat.
 People do not always eat at home. Sometimes people go out to eat at a café 
or restaurant. You can try your favorite food or try new food at a restaurant. The 
menu is a list of food that the restaurant sells. People look at the menu before 
they order. When you order food, tell a waiter or waitress what you would like 
to eat and drink. The waiter will give you the food when it is ready.

 Some restaurants have a lot of different foods. People can choose steak, a 
sandwich, or even ice cream if it is on the menu. Some restaurants only sell one 
food. A pizza restaurant might only sell pizzas, but you can order it with different 
toppings or ingredients. Some people like pizza with sausage and other people 
like pizza with olives and mushrooms. Be sure to order a drink to go with your 
meal at a restaurant. You can order lemonade or water. What would you like to 
order at a restaurant?

lemonade 

sausage 

steak

waiter 

olives

mushrooms 

1. What foods do you see? 

2. Is the food hot or cold? 

3. Where are these people?

4. Would you like to eat this food? Explain

Use Prior Knowledge: Look and answer 
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Language Focus. Placing and order
I would like____.     I would like a grilled chicken sandwich. 

I want _____.   I want a piece of chocolate cake and a scoop of ice cream. 

She wants _____.  She wants a pizza with tomatoes and peppers. 

Listen and repeat. Read and choose the correct word. 

1.  I would like a _____ with sausage, cheese, and olives on it.

          a) milkshake  b) steak  c) pizza

2.  We want a _____ and an ______ to celebrate her birthday. 

          a) ice cream  b) piece of cake c) mushroom

3.  I want to try _____ because they look like bread. 

         a) American biscuits b) pizza  c) lemonade

4.  My friend wants a _____ with lettuce, cheese, and tomato.

          a) sausage  b) sandwich  c) ice cream

5.  She wants a large chocolate _____ with her hamburger. 

          a) American biscuit b) lemonade c) milkshake

Write. Use the words to write sentences about what people want to order. 

breakfast.
lunch.
dinner.
dessert.

drink.

for
with
after

to

steak
ice cream
sandwich 
biscuit(s)

_____ (drink)
_____ (food)

a
some

_____ (num-
ber)
an 

would like
want
wants

I 
She
He

They 
_____(name) 

Listen and Cross-Out. Draw the charts. Listen and cross-out the words you hear.

sausagemilkshakepeppers

pizzasaucecheese

lemonadefishmushrooms

saladsteakpasta

sausagelemonadepiece of cake

sandwichgrilled fishbiscuits

Rosa wants Lucas would like

milkshake piece of cake

pizza

biscuit (American)

sandwich

ice cream

Module 1: Unit 3  cooking and meals
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Language Focus. Placing and order
I would like____.     I would like a grilled chicken sandwich. 

I want _____.   I want a piece of chocolate cake and a scoop of ice cream. 

She wants _____.  She wants a pizza with tomatoes and peppers. 

Word Focus. Restaurant Phrases
Waiters and waitresses use specific phrases when helping you at a restaurant. 
To start:    What can I get you?    Can I take your order?
When food arrives:  Here you are.    How is everything?
When you’re done: May I take your plate?  Can I get you anything else? 

Listen and repeat. Read and choose the correct word. 

Write. Use the words to write sentences about what people want to order. 

breakfast.
lunch.
dinner.
dessert.

drink.

for
with
after

to

steak
ice cream
sandwich 
biscuit(s)

_____ (drink)
_____ (food)

a
some

_____ (num-
ber)
an 

would like
want
wants

I 
She
He

They 
_____(name) 

Listen and Cross-Out. Draw the charts. Listen and cross-out the words you hear.

sausagemilkshakepeppers

pizzasaucecheese

lemonadefishmushrooms

NARRATOR :           It is Sunday, and Gabe Wilson’s family is going to a local restaurant for lunch.
WAITER :           Welcome to Mel’s Diner. How many people are in your party?
FATHER :           Hi, we would like a table for four. 
WAITER :           We are busy today. It will be a twenty-minute wait. 
NARRATOR :           The family waits 30 minutes and is hungry. 
WAITER :           (announces loudly) Wilson family, your table is ready.
WILSON FAMILY :     Yes, here we are. 
WAITER :           Please follow me. We have a nice table by the window. 
NARRATOR :           The family is seated and looking at the menus.  
GABE :           Dad, the menu says we can order breakfast now. I want pancakes.
ANNA :           Gabe, breakfast sounds good. I want eggs and sausage with biscuits and jam. 
MOTHER :           Gabe, Anna, I want you to have some fruit too. 
NARRATOR :           The waiter returns to take the family’s order. 
WAITER :            It looks like you are ready to order. What can I get you? 
WILSON FAMILY :     Yes, we are. 
MOTHER :           I want an olive, pepper, and mushroom pizza with a coke. 
ANNA :           I would like the breakfast special, fruit, and a glass of orange juice, please. 
GABE :           I would like four pancakes, two sausages, fruit, and a glass of milk, please. 
FATHER :           I want the steak sandwich lunch special.  I want a glass of iced tea. 
NARRATOR :           The waiter has delivered the food. Everyone is eating. 
WAITER :            How is everything? 
WILSON FAMILY :     The food is great. 
GABE and ANNA :    Dad, can we get dessert too?
NARRATOR :            Father orders cake and ice cream for everyone. The waiter takes the dirty dishes. 

Reader’s Theater. Listen, read, and act. 

Write
Write 6 sentences to tell someone what 
you want or would like to eat. 
At home
At the school cafeteria (canteen)
At a restaurant
Ex. At home
I would like some bread, cheese, and a cup 
of tea please. 

Ask and answer. Work with a partner. 

What would you like to eat at _______?

What would you like to 
eat at restaurant?

I would like rice, sauce, 
and bread.  
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Journal Entry
A journal is a place to write thoughts and ideas. In a journal entry, you can write 
what you want or what you would like to happen. Remember to start a journal 
entry with the date and Dear Diary or Dear Journal. 

Read. Read Emily’s journal entry. 
Find out what Emily wants for her 
birthday party. 

20 October 

Dear Journal,

 Next week is my birthday. I will be 
ten years old. My family is having a big 
birthday party for me. My dad is buying 
balloons. I want purple and yellow 
balloons. My sister is drawing posters. 
I want a lot of pictures of animals. My 
aunt is making a cake. I want a big yellow 
cake this year. My mom is ordering food. 
I want sandwiches and drinks. I want a 
lot of different sandwiches so people 
can eat their favorite. My favorite 
sandwich has cheese, butter, and jam. 
My grandparents are bringing drinks. 
I want juice and lemonade. I want to 
invite all my friends. I would like to play 
games with my friends. It will be a fun 
birthday!

Write. Choose 1 option. Write a journal that tells what you want. 

Option 1: What I want to do this weekend.  

Option 2: What I would like to eat at restaurant.  

Option 3: What I would like to do for someone. 

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.
What do they want?Name

Yellow cake, sandwiches, lemonade, friendsEx. Emily

Module 1: Unit 3  cooking and meals
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Class Brainstorm 
What are all of the foods you can say in English?

Record student answers on the board. 

Write. Choose 1 option. Write a journal that tells what you want. 

Option 1: What I want to do this weekend.  

Option 2: What I would like to eat at restaurant.  

Option 3: What I would like to do for someone. 

Share. Share your writing with a friend. Listen and take notes.
What do they want?Name

Yellow cake, sandwiches, lemonade, friendsEx. Emily

Play the Game. 
Make a spinner with a pencil and paper clip. 

1.  In groups, take turns spinning the paper 
clip. 

2.  Ask a question: 

What do you want ____?

What would you like ____?

for lunch for breakfast

for a snack

in a sandwich

to drinkfor dessert

on a pizza

for dinner

Think 
How do you celebrate with your 
family and friends?

Pair
Discuss what you would like to 
do at a celebration.

What would you like to eat?

Share
Share your ideas with another 
group.

Think-Pair-Share
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Our Daily Life
In this lesson, I will talk and write about

•	 plans and schedules.
•	 how people live.
•	 food and cooking.

Class Brainstorm

Think and try to remember as many words about time and making plans. Write 
as many words as you can remember. Use the sentence and you can use the 
structure.  Ex: I start my school at half past seven 

Role play

It is the weekend and you and your best friend have planned to do different 
things. Write a role play in which everyone talks about his/her schedule of the 
weekend. Then act it out.

Make a book

  Divide the class into group of 3 or 4

  Each group will visit a new place next summer

  Ask them to make a book about their summer plan

  engage every student to tell his/her schedule

  Invite students to present their book in front of class

Student 1:  Next summer I will go to Ethiopia for three months. At three o’clock I 
am going to visit the zoo.

Student 2:

M o d u l e  1

U n i t s  1 - 3
                        CONSOLIDATION

Module 1 : Consolidation and Integration
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Our Daily Life

BRAINSTORM

Remember and write the different part of a house. Describe what it is like where 
you live. 

Write as many sentences as you can. Read aloud and share with your classmates.  

Ex: I have …………to keep ………….. 

Role play

You go to Dire Dawa and meet your best friend who lives there. You discover 
that Dire Dawa is completely different than Djibouti city. Everyone describes the 
places, housing and clothing. Write a role play then act it  out.

 

apartment

jeans

seat

helmet home

bag

room

pyjamas

Make a spinner with a pencil and 
paper clip.

1.   In groups, take turns spinning the 
paper clip.

2.   Write a sentence and use an 
adjective to describe:

What a ____ ____

What an ____ ____

Play the game

                        CONSOLIDATION
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CLASS BRAINSTORM 

Work with a partner and share with the class

Make a list of all the food and drink you can have for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Say what you think is better or worse.
 
Ex: For breakfast, cereal is…………. But lohoh pancake is…………………..  Egg 
is………………….than cereal. Pancake with honey is……………….

Partial Dialogue

A: What would you like to eat?
B:
A: Oh, I don’t know how to make that. 
B:
A: What ingredients do I need?
B:
A: What do I do first?
B:
A: Okay what next?
B:
A: What is now?
B:

C. Dictogloss. Listen and write

1.  Listen to the short paragraph

2.  Listen again and take note about what you hear

3.  Work in group to write what your teacher said

                        CONSOLIDATION

Module 1 : Consolidation and Integration
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INTEGRATION

Situation
Your cousin is coming from United States to visit Djibouti. Help 
him/her to have a good time during the stay. 

  plan what you do together

  tell the type of house to live in

  describe the clothing to wear

  tell different food to cook and eat

Choose a way to share your summer schedule.

  Write and act out a role play

  Write, draw, and read a book

  Draw, write, and present a poster


